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LICE CAP

NEW AND UNIQUE SOLUTION FOR LICE TREATMENT

CE MARKED CLASS II A CE CERTIFICATE
What is a head lice cap ?
A thick cap tha impregnated with essential oils desinged to eradicate head lice. It looks and feels
just like a regular shower cap.
The Med-Cover lice cap is diﬀerent from mainstream head lice products as it doesn’t contain the
neurotoxins and pesticides that are often used to kill head lice. These chemicals (such as Permethrin)actually a common garden pesticide. Who would want that on their head?
Instead, the Med-Cover lice cap contains natural ingredients , such as tea tree oil , eucalyptus oil,
aloe vera and levander oil.
Does it work ?
Yes , it really does. We took a diﬀerent approach and with it we’ve achieved a 99.9% succes rate.
How does it work ?
Just because it’s natural doesn’t mean it’s nice. The essential oil compounds pass through the
cuticle of the louse and up to their trachea causing death by suﬀocation.
The reality is there is no ‘nice’ way to rid your hair of lice , and just two ways to get rid of them:
using chemicals that can harm you , your hair and your scalp, or the Med-Cover way , that uses
natural ingredients to kill the lice with no lasting impact on you or your hair.

5 BENEFITS OF MED-COVER LICE CAP
Very easy to apply as the patented Formula is
contained inside a shower cap. No dripping, no
water and no mess.

45

min

Results are visible withing just 45 minutes. The head
lice die from suﬀucation from the natural oils
present in the cap. The natural oils present in the
cap coat the lice , causing their suﬀocation and
eradication.
There are no toxic chemicals, no harsh materials and
no insecticides in our special Formula. The
Med-Cover head lice cap is a natural treatment that
uses only essential oils such as tea tree oil, eucalyptus oil , aloe vera and lavender.
The natural oils help to heal the scalp from painful
bites and the results of scratching and itching. The
soothing aloevera and eucalyptus oils coat and
clean the scalp with just one treatment.
Following treatment, hair is clean and Grease free,
with no pesticides, silicone or plastics present in the
scalp.
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